"Mary Marston" is the newest smocking plate from Peanut Butter-a-Jelly Kids.
The dress is a smocked bishop with an eyelet overlay, using Chery Williams Bishop dress
pattern.

Bear Threads' exquisite fabric Bearlin, a Swiss Cotton and Irish Linen blend, is the
background for the embroidered edges and insertions.

The wider of the 2 available widths was used for the collar and the bottom ruffle, the
narrow edge was used for the sleeves. The insertion just above the ruffle was attached
with matching pink entredeux.

The ruffle on the bottom of the sleeve was also attached with matching pink entredeux.
Preparing a Bishop Overlay Dress
The first thing to consider when doing this type of bishop is the weight (thickness) of
the fabric. When you are going to overlay another fabric on top of the bishop you will
need to consider the fullness of the pattern first. The Chery Williams bishop pattern
is great for overlays, as the pattern is already not as full as some.
Cut the bishop out, with the back on a selvage (my favorite way) or just not on a fold.
French seam shoulder seams finishing with a 118" seam.
Secondly, take a fabric softener sheet and wipe the underside of the area that will go
thru the pleater, do the seams a little extra. This will relax the weave of the fabric a
bit and allow the needles to penetrate without breaking or tearing the fabric.
Measure across the top of your bishop from center back to center back, this win give
you the length of your eyelet overlay. Use a small rolled hem for each end. Run the
fabric softener sheet over the overlay for the same reason as above.
Third, use 505 temporary spray adhesive on the back side of your overlay. This spray
works will so as not to gum up your needles and light enough to not mess up your
fabrics (don't use on silks or 100% polyester taffetas).
Start 114" from center back line and gently smooth and lay your overlay to the right
side of your bishop. Roll tightly on your dowel and pleat.
Smock and finish as per pattern instructions or your favorite method!

